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There is a word that I want to deposit in you through God's Word that you can hang on to for the rest of your life and I hope you never forget it. It is the word "suddenly"!

Sometimes when you have lived with something in your life a long, long time you get to the point that you can limp along with it and go on about your business at the same time. But God hears those prayers and you prayed about the situation and he remembers them. Then suddenly he can move in your life and deliver you in a way that would just amaze you. I believe we need to expect God to move suddenly!

GOD MOVES SUDDENLY!!

My daughter, Sandra, had some long-standing problems like you, like me, like everybody. They weren't just one or two week problems. They were problems that she had struggled with nearly all of her life. And then one night at one of my meetings God moved suddenly and delivered her.

I believe we were in Tulsa, Oklahoma at the time and she was working in the ministry of helps as she always does at my meetings. But this night was different and I knew God was going to do something special for her. Normally, she doesn't even get to come in for the worship but on this night she was drawn in by the worship.

When she saw me, she knew something was going on because I kept looking at her. Then, just all of a sudden, I knew I was supposed to pray for her. So I called her up front and told her. "This is the end of it. You're getting a release from some of those long standing problems you have had."

When I laid my hands on her, I could tangibly sense the anointing of God and feel virtue go about of me. When it did, she fell out in the
spirit and just laid there for a while because God was doing something in her. When she got up, she was shaking all over. She didn't know at the time what God was doing. She didn't have it all figured out, but she knew that she would see the results of it in time.

After about a month, she began to change in the areas that she had been believing God for. She had even written a few of them down as New Year's resolutions. She didn't figure out how she was going to change herself - God just touched her, and it happened.

Now she has a lot more peace. In high-pressured situations, she doesn't lose her temper anymore or start crying. She is also able to trust God more so that when she has more to do then she has time for, she is able to rely on Him to work out and to give her His peace in the midst of the situation.

She also has more confidence to make decisions than she use to. She is no longer afraid that every decision she makes is going to be in perfect or worries about getting corrected for making a wrong decision.

Another thing she was having difficulty with was accepting herself just the way God made her. She kept comparing her looks with other women's and would say to herself things like, "Oh, she is pretty. I wish I had hair like hers or a complexion like hers." Now she doesn't do that anymore. Those thoughts have simply disappeared.

Sometimes she even teases with her husband and says, she has nice hair but I don't want to look like her. I like the way I am. She doesn't worry anymore so much about what others think of her. She isn't perfect, but she knows God is working with her and is in the process of changing her.

When she does slip back into the way she used to think and feel, she doesn't say, "Well that's it!! I thought God has changed me. Now I'm making the same mistakes again. Just forget it. I really haven't changed."

As long as we are alive on this earth, we aren't going to be perfect, but God it is bringing us along the way and He just keeps changing us and changing us and changing us.
YOU AREN'T HOPELESS

Of course, the devil wants you to feel stuck in your situation and convince you that it is hopeless. He wants you to have those little thoughts in the back of your mind that say, "You are ever going to be any different it isn't ever going to change. You'll never change. Your marriage will never change. Your financial situation will never change." That is what the devil says.

Regardless of what you know, he will say, "You'll be dumb all your life. You're never going to get your act together. Everyone in the room, but you is getting touched by God. You're the only one who he isn't doing anything for. Do you know that these thoughts are really attacks from the devil. but remember, the devil is a liar (John 8:44), so every thought he gives you will be a lie.

You need to learn what God says about you in His Word so that you will recognize any thought not in line with what God says as coming from the devil. If you are very smart at all, you are not going to believe it. Things don't have to get as complicated as we sometimes make them.

You can change suddenly! Your situation can change suddenly! And that is great news. I want to get up every day with the expectancy, "God may do something suddenly today!" Things can and do change suddenly. "

ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS WAIT

Before God moves suddenly, though, you must wait. In Acts 1:4, it says, and while being in their company and eating at the table with them, he commanded them. In another words, this was not just a nice suggestion. He commanded them. He commanded them not to leave Jerusalem but to wait for what the Father had promised.

Waiting the way God means to wait is something we probably really don't know very much about. Waiting on God isn't some passive, apathetic mode you get into when you get depressed and just sit back and do nothing. It means you do only what God tells you to do, what God anoints you to do and what God gives you permission to do. Then you don't do anything else until God tells you to do something else.
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If He tells you to do only one thing this year concerning your circumstance, then He doesn't tell you to do another thing for six months, you won't do something He didn't tell you to do for anything. You know that what is born of flesh is flesh and the flesh profits nothing. (John 3:6, John 6:63)

It is really about a spiritual law that comes straight from the Bible. If you want the promises of God, then you're going to get them by waiting. In Acts 1:4, the promise of the Father they were waiting for is the pouring out of the Holy Spirit.

Personally, I think waiting involves two realms, the outer and the inner. In the inner realm, it means not going out in the flesh and physically creating a lot of activity to try and make something happen. You probably understand what I mean here quite well because I think we have all been there at one time or another. We were all they're trying to make it happen, but God wasn't in it.

But waiting is more than not stepping out in the flesh, it is an inner waiting, and it goes on in your soul, in your inner man. When you have an inner waiting, your mind is that peace, your will is at peace, and everything in you has come to it a place of waiting on God.

YOU CAN'T DO IT IN YOUR FLESH

Before you can get to that point, you have to completely run out of trying to do it yourself. Until you are thoroughly convinced you cannot do yourself what ever it is you are trying to do, you can't really wait on God. You have to get to the point of not only knowing that you can't do it, but you also have to know that if you touch it, you will foul it up! You cannot trust yourself to solve your problems.

I always get amused when I think about what happened to Abraham when God came to cut the covenant with him in Genesis 15. They cut the animal down the middle and spread the pieces out, then God knocked Abraham out cold and put him into a deep, deep sleep. God didn't even let Abraham get involved.

Genesis 15:17 says that a flaming torch came and walked in between those pieces. That flaming torch was the reincarnate Jesus confirming that covenant. But Abraham didn't have anything to do with it! Abraham's only part was to believe.
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Many people desperately need to get hold of this. Abraham's only part was to believe! He understood what it meant to make a covenant. He knew all about sacrificing the animal and walking in between the pieces. He knew all about that because it was something they did on a regular basis.

So I suppose that Abraham was pretty excited when he saw what God was going to do. But then God said, "Good night, Abraham. You can't have everything to do with this because you will foul it up. You will just mess it up, so go to sleep. Tomorrow you will know what has happened."

The disciples in the book of Acts but weren't any different than Abraham because God commanded them to wait for the promise of the Holy Spirit. He said, "Don't you try to go out and do any mighty acts until you receive the promise of the Holy Spirit that is going to be sent."

WAITING RELEASES THE ANOINTING

Sometimes we assume that just because we are baptized in the Holy Spirit, we have the power to do something we see that needs to be done, and we think we should do it. We do have that power available to us, but what we think should be done may not be what God wants at the time. Instead, we need to learn how to wait on God in each instance for the power of the Holy Spirit. When we wait on God, his anointing is released because we honor him by waiting and refusing to move without him.

It is also good to wait in prayer. Many times we go into prayer and start talking 90 miles a minute without even thinking about what God maybe saying. Instead, we need to go into prayer and humble ourselves by saying, "God, I don't know what to say. I don't have anything to say that is going to make any sense. If you don't anoint this, it isn't going to get through, so I am just going to wait here on you."

When you just wait on God, the anointing will be released! You will begin to sense it coming upon you as you wait, and it will enable you to do what you ought to do and want to do. So often though, even when we are doing what we ought to do and what to do, even when
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we are doing the right thing, if we haven't honored God by waiting on him, we are still running in the flesh. It won't work.

Sometimes we find ourselves in a situation where someone needs to be confronted and something needs to be said. But instead of waiting on God, we just run into it with our mouth wide open, blabbing away. We haven't waited on God. We haven't waited for his timing, and we just made a big mess.

Then we come running back to God saying, "Well, God, I thought it was the right thing to do, and I thought you put it on my heart! I don't understand what everybody is mad and upset. Why didn't it work?" It didn't work because we didn't wait and God!

Sometimes we just get full of ourselves! We think, "I know what I'll do, then the power of the flesh comes zinging through and fills us full of so many great, nifty, cutesy ideas! And we wonder why we fail every time we turn around. The idea might have been good, but it won't work if we don't wait on God.

WAITING BRINGS LIFE

Recently we were getting ready to host a Life In The Word meeting in a large hotel ballroom and weren't able to get into the room until ten after four when usually we have all day to prepare the room. The meeting was to start at seven, and you should have seen the place! People were buzzing in and out. The equipment was being unloaded and set up, the flowers have arrived and were being arranged, and we were there praying.

While we were praying, God gave me this vision of when he created Adam. The frame of Adam was altogether, but until God breathed into him full breath of life, Adam was just a lifeless blob. Now, read this carefully and remember it: no matter what you or I come up with, no matter how good an idea it is, no matter how much it ought to work and no matter how many people have done it before and it worked for them, if we don't wait on God to breathe the breath of life into it, it isn't going to get up on its feet and live!

Sometimes we are just so busy doing so many things we completely miss what God wants to do. We would do well to do a whole lot less doing and a whole lot more waiting.
WAITING BRINGS POWER

In Acts 1:8, Jesus told his disciples: "but you shall receive power (ability, efficiency, and might) when the Holy Spirit has come upon you, and you shall be my witnesses in Jerusalem and all Judea and Samaria and to the ends (the very bounds) of the earth.

In other words, he was saying, "Wait and you'll receive the power that comes from on high when the Holy Spirit comes upon you. Don't you try to go out and do any mighty works until you receive that power. " And they knew that if they didn't wait that they weren't going to have power. So his disciples waited, and they did what he told them to do.

Now this isn't just something his disciples should do. It is a principle that applies to us today. It is a spiritual law. Once again, I'm not saying, "don't step out in faith"; I am saying to "actively" wait for that promises of God by listening for what he is telling you to do instead of running up there and doing something in the flesh. You must wait for the promises of God.

Ishmael was the child of Abraham and Sarah's fleshly works. Ishmael was a man of war. Genesis 16:11,12 (KJV) says that Ishmael: "the angel of the lord said ... He will be a wild man; his hand will be against every man, and every man's hand against him.... But the child of promise was Isaac, which means "laughter".

You can get an Ishmael any time you want, but if you want an Isaac, you will have to wait because you have to wait for the promises of God. And don't forget that when you get impatient waiting and have an Ishmael instead, you may spend the rest of your life changing his diapers! So think twice before you decide to rush ahead of God's timing. If you wait, you will receive what God has promised with power.

HOW LONG SHOULD YOU WAIT?

There is another word in Amplified Version of Acts 1:13 that I also want to share with you. It reads as follows:

"And when they had entered [the city], they mounted [the stairs] to the upper room where they were [and definitely] staying - Peter and
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John and James and Andrew; Philip and Thomas, Bartholomew and Matthew; James son of Alphaeus and Simon the Zealot, and Judas [son] of James.

All of these with their minds in full agreement devoted themselves steadfastly to prayer, [waiting together] with the women and Mary the mother of Jesus and his brothers.

They key word here is "indefinitely". They went into the upper room with the mindset that said, "We aren’t coming out of here until God shows up." They didn't go in there to wait ten minutes. They didn’t go in there to wait two days. They didn't go in there to wait three months. No, they were in there saying, "We can't do anything until God shows up. So, God, I'm not moving until you get here. I'm staying here indefinitely!"

When I read that, I thought, "Right there is our problem." Because we have so much energy and zeal in our flesh that even if we ever get around to waiting we're trying to understand what it is, we only do it for short periods of time and then the energy of our flesh takes over again.

If God doesn't do something when we want him to do it or as quick as we want him to do it, then our bright ideas overtake us again, and we get right back in the flesh. We are constantly covering the same ground over and over again. We get a little ground, then we lose it. We gain a little ground, then we lose it.

The mindset we need to get is this: "OK, God, I've come to the end of myself. I've tried this, and I've tried that. I've tried everything I can possibly think of for all these years. Now it has become obvious that I can't pull this off myself. God, I need you. Only you can do it. So I'm waiting on you."

Whatever it is that you need God to do, you will have to wait. If it is seeing one of your children change, I guarantee you that you cannot do it in your own strength, on your own time schedule. If it is changing the person you are married to, I can promise you that you cannot do that either. If it is changing yourself, you cannot do it. If it is getting a circumstance to change, you can’t make it change. If it has something to do with your business or finances, you can't change it. Whatever it is doesn't matter because you can't make it change!
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But you can wait on God, and he can do it! You might have to wait more than five minutes or ten minutes or two weeks. You might have to wait indefinitely. But while you wait, you can have an attitude of knowing that God is going to do it.

CHANGE COMES ON HIS PRESENCE

When I think back on my emotional healing and all the messy problems I had from what I went through in my past and the abuse and the hurts and how messed up I was inside, I thank God that He found a way to heal me. God knows I tried. I tried this person's formula and that person's formula. I tried so many different things.

I finally got to the point we're I knew I had to set-apart time with God. I had to have a place where I went on a regular basis where I could just sit with God. Sometimes all I did was cry. Sometimes I would read the word. Whenever I went, I went as a little child saying, "God, I can't help myself, and if you don't change me, I'll stay this way until the trumpet blows and you return to get us."

Eventually I got to the point where I didn't really have any pressure on me because I knew he loved me. I knew I didn't have to change to please God because he loved me just the way I was. When I did change, it wasn't because I had to change to please God; it was because I wanted to change. It was because I wanted to be everything he wanted me to be. He was the only one who could have helped me at the point where I was. He was the only one who could have done it!

But I didn't get to the place of trust, that place of waiting, overnight. It took me years and years of suffering because of trying to do it my way and failing, or of trying to do it someone else's way and failing. It took me that long to come to the point of finely saying, "God, you have to change me. I can't do it."

When I finally began to trust him to change me, I would just go and sit in his presence. I can't tell you what he did, but I do know that he moved in my life, and he healed me. If you were to ask me how I received my healing, I would tell you that 98 percent of it came simply while I was waiting in the presence of God in addition to regularly studying his word.
YOU HAVE TO WALK BY FAITH

When my daughter, Sandra, was prayed for and began to shake under the power of God, she didn’t feel any different when she went home that night. She didn’t see any immediate changes in her life the next day. But she believed that God had done something, that he was doing something and that she would see the fruit of it after a period of time. That is what I call faith!

After six weeks had passed, she looked back and saw that she had changed. Not only could she tell she had changed, others notice she had changed. Now she is so much more peaceful. Things aren’t bothering her the way they used to. Before, she would not make even the simplest decision because she was so petrified of being wrong, but now she is gaining confidence in her ability to make a decision and, as a result, is taking on much more responsibility. And, she’s doing such an excellent job with it!

Just as few months before, it wasn’t that way in her life. She had been living with this longstanding mess for an extended period of time and was trusting God to move in her life. She kept saying, “God, I can’t do it, but you can. I cannot do it, but you can.” Then one night God moved. Suddenly he touched her, and she received whatever he had for her and began to walk in it by faith.

WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO?

Sometimes you need to stop trying to figure out what you ought to be doing in a situation and spend more time trying to stay away from doing anything unless you are absolutely positive it is something that God is giving you to do.

Of course, when the pressures on, one of the records you will hear playing over and over in your head is, "Well, what are you going to do? You have to do something. What are you going to do? You can't just stand there and look stupid. What are you going to do?"

Even here most well meaning friends will come over and say, "Hey, I heard about your problem. Well, what are you going to do?" All you have to say is, "I'm going to wait on God. That is what I'm going to do." Of course, they will ask, "Well, how long are you going to do that?" Then all you have to say is "indefinitely! "
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That is the key word-indefinitely. You have to come to the point where you are willing to wait indefinitely and say, "God, if you don't do something, you will find me in the same attitude when the trumpet blows because I'm staying out of works of the flesh. I'm staying out of trying to solve this without hearing what you want me to do." Do you know why? Because works do nothing but make you miserable.

WHY THE 10 DAY WAIT?

That is what the disciples in Acts 2:1 did: they waited indefinitely for the promise of the Holy Spirit to come. 10 days came, and 10 days went. But why did they have to wait for 10 days? Andrew Murray in his book, The promise of the spirit, offers an interesting insight:

"Perhaps our faith may be tested by a prolonged wait, whereby difficulties, but let us believe that God will satisfy our desire for his spirit. I cannot think of anything which I find more wonderful and instructive, then the 10 days of praying and waiting, which preceded the outpouring of the Holy Spirit at Pentecost. It is a mystery. And I cannot understand it.

Jesus had died upon earth and had conquered sin. He had been raised from the dead, lifted up to the Father's throne and glorified. He had received the Holy Spirit from the Father, so that he could give him to the believers, and yet, despite all of this, there were 10 days of waiting in Heaven.

God was ready, Christ was ready, the Holy Spirit was ready, the Trinity was ready, and yet, for ten days the spirit could not come. Why? Because they're had not been enough prayer."

And I would add here, "and they're had not then enough waiting." But Jesus had spent three whole years preparing his disciples, everything was ready in Heaven, and yet those ten days were still needed. It isn't just praying that moves God. It is waiting and praying that moves God. You don't have to pray 24 hours continuously around the clock, but you do need to pray. They waited in that upper room, and they prayed earnestly.

WAITING PATIENTLY
I believe there is probably no greater evidence of faith than patient waiting. Our confession of faith may be good evidence. There may be all kinds of evidence. But there is no greater evidence of our faith than patient waiting on God in the midst of circumstances that scream at you saying, "You aren't going to get it!"

The Scriptures say that we are not only to wait but we are to wait patiently. What does it mean to wait patiently? It is how we act while we are waiting. It doesn't mean we just put up with something. And it doesn't mean we have three fits every ten minutes while we are saying, "I'm waiting patiently on God."

No, that is waiting impatiently on God were still full of ourselves, still frustrated, still full of anxiety. We're still trying to make something happen in the flesh.

When we move into really waiting patiently, we're happy. We aren't frustrated. We have sweet peace and a joy. We say to ourselves, "God, if you don't do this, it isn't going to get done. And there isn't any point in me making myself miserable from now on until it happens because I decided I am waiting indefinitely, and I don't know if that means five minutes or five years."

The Church needs to get to the point where they stop making themselves miserable trying to make happen what only God can do. That is what I call taking on a false sense of responsibility. Through the years, I've found that people operate in one of two realms - either they are taking no responsibility and won't do anything because they are lazy or they are messing around in God's business, trying to do what only God can do. I believe that the word of the Lord to the Church is, "Will you get your hands off My business and let Me do what only I can do?"

You can put a frozen charismatic grin on your face, but that doesn't mean you're soul is patiently waiting on God. It isn't what is on the outside I'm talking about; it is what is on the inside. You are waiting patiently on God when everything in you has come to a place of peace, and you are to the point of saying, well God if you don't do it, it isn't going to get done. And if you aren't going to do it or it isn't the right time why should I fight it? This is your deal God not mine it is up to you! In the mean time, the Bible tells me I should go ahead and enjoy life, so that is exactly what I'm going to do. I'm going to enjoy life, and I'm going to wait for God to bring it to pass.
WAIT EXPECTEDLY

What does it mean to wait? Well, it isn't just sitting down and being passive. It is an attitude of the heart that expects. To wait means to expect, to look for, to look for with a view being shown favor. It carries the idea of waiting with patience and confident expectancy. In other words, you are expecting God to suddenly show up at any minute and change the whole mess in an instant!

Isn't it interesting that Andrew Murray says, "Those ten days of waiting were a mystery because everything was ready in Heaven. God was ready! Jesus is ready! The Holy Spirit was ready! "Do you know how long the Holy Spirit had wanted to come? He had been waiting since the beginning of time! Now that is a lot of waiting. Can you imagine what it must have been like?

Now everything was in place. The time had come. The people were all assembled and they were waiting. But it wasn't enough to wait five minutes. It was enough to wait at half a day. One whole day went by, and still it wasn't time. Another day went by, and they were still waiting. Maybe by this time, they were getting tired of being in the room! Maybe some began to wonder if he would really going to come. But regardless of what they thought were felt, they continued to wait and to do what God had told them to do.

Then in acts 2:1,2, "it says, and when the day of Pentecost had fully come, they were all assembled together in one place, when suddenly... " Then it was all over but the shouting. Rapt is the way God wants to move in our lives. You have waited and waited and waited, and you have had the horrible mess so long you feel like you can't stand it one more second. But you keep waiting on God and trusting in him with a sweet and simple faith. Then when you least expect it and in the way you could have never figured out, God moves suddenly! When you are looking at the front door, God will sneak in the back door. When you're looking at all the window, he will come down through the chimney. Suddenly! When God moves in your life, things will begin to happen.

STOP TRYING TO FIGURE OUT GOD!

One of my favorite Scriptures is in Exodus 33 where God gave me some revelation on his glory. In verse 18, Moses said, show me your glory. In verse 20, God said, you cannot see my face, for no man shall see Me and live. Then in verses 21 - 23, he goes on and says: ...
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Behold, there is a place beside me, and you shall stand upon the rock, and while my glory passes by, I will put you in a cleft of the rock and cover you with my hand until I passed by. Then I will take away my hand and you shall see my back, but my face shall not be seen.

I used to read that and wonder, "so what does that mean?" Then one day God showed me that we don't always, or even usually, see God coming, but we sure know when he has been here! In the meantime, we stay hidden in the rock and that isn't a bad place to be! In all other words, he says, "I'll hide you here in the rock till I passed by, and when I do, you won't see me coming, but you will know I've been there."

I don't know about you, but I've had that happen in my life so many times. Dave and I were waiting for a financial miracle in the ministry, then all of a sudden it happened! When you get to the point that you are done with your own works, you are done with trying to make it happen yourself; then suddenly! Suddenly God will make it happen!

It gets to be an exciting way to live because every day you can get up without having to try to figure out what we’re going to do. Instead you say, "God, I do not have any time for them. I have some living to do!"

It is also a time for the Church to start living and to let go of the heavy burden it has been carrying around for so long. The Church needs to cast its cares on God and stop trying to figure out what he's doing.

**LETTING GO OF THE BURDEN OF REASONING**

The burden of reasoning is one of the greatest burdens that you can take on. You will know that you have taken it on when you find yourself asking questions like, "Well, how is God going to do this? What is he going to do? When is he going to do it?"

Let's look again at Acts 1. In verse 4, he just told them to wait for the promise of the spirit. And in verse 5, he tells them, "for John baptized with water, but not many days from now you shall be baptized with [placed in, introduced to] the Holy Spirit."

But they were still trying to figure things out. So in verse 6, when they were all assembled, they asked him, "Lord, is this the time when you will reestablish the kingdom and restore it to Israel?"
He says to them in verse 7: "it is not for you to become acquainted with and know what time brings [the things and events of time and their definite periods] or fixed years and seasons [their critical niche in time], which the Father has appointed [fixed and reserved] by his own choice and authority and personal power."

In other words, God is saying, "No, no, no, no, no! I'm not going to tell you when. I'm not going to tell you next Thursday at 2:00."  

I'm not saying God never tells you when he is going to move because at certain times he does tell you. But usually God doesn't work that way. Usually, you don't have the slightest idea when the answer is going to come. When you think it is, it isn't! When you least expect it, and suddenly it comes! Actually, we should be expecting, but sometimes we just get relaxed enough that God sneaks up on us and gives us miracle.

**MIRACLES STILL HAPPEN**

Our younger son, Dan, who is now seventeen, has a really vivacious personality. He has also had a difficult time being quiet in school and obeying the rules, especially about talking. From the time he was in pre-kindergarten, I knew what I was going to hear when I went in for the teachers report, "He just can't keep quiet." One teacher expressed it in a clever way when she says, "I think he has over lead develop social skills."

In addition to talking too much, he was facing some other struggles like getting his work done, and it was beginning to affect his grades. At this point, we had done everything we knew to do. We had corrected. We had punished. We had talked. We had prayed. We had begged. We had pleaded. We had threatened. This had gone on for years and years. Now it was coming down to the wire, and his teachers were laying down some pretty strict rules he would have to abide by or else.

So we encouraged him to pray and believe God for a solution, and we continue to pray and believe God as well. By this time, I was telling God, "I can't do anything, God I don't know what to do any more. I am all out of bright ideas. Either you're going to touch this kid and do something, or it isn't going to get done. I'm not driving myself nuts over this anymore because I really do not know what to do."
then one day he came home from school and said, "We had a special prayer in school today, and the youths leader, Tom, got a word of knowledge for me. He said, "Dan, I feel like I'm supposed to pray for you concerning some situations you are having in school." Then he had all the kids come over and lay their hands on me, and the power of God came on me in such a way that I got so hot Tom had to take his hands off me. He couldn't even keep his hands on me anymore because I broke out in the sweat. Something happened to me. I don't know what it was, but something happened to me."

When he finished, I said, "Dan, what are you going to do?" And he simply said, "I'm going to be different." Then he got these big tears in his eyes and said, "Nobody is listening to me, but I'm telling you. I'm different. God touched me, and I am different. There is nothing I can do about what I've done in the past. All I can do is tell my teachers that I am different, and they will just have to wait and see."

So he told them the whole story and concluded by telling them that he was different now. When Dave went in the next time for the parent teacher conference, every teacher gave him a glowing report. Now that is a miracle. He even got to go on a special trip that only a few out of about 60 kids were asked to go on because he had kept quiet and been good for that quarter.

All he was doing was waiting on God, then suddenly God moved. When you are waiting on God, he is going to do something for you. I can't tell you exactly how long will it take, but it will surely come. If we can ever get rid of the works of the flesh, it may even come sooner. I believe if I had been running it around behind the scenes to fix this and figure out that, that it may have even taken longer because I wasn't really trusting God.

I'm not saying that you never do anything. If God gives you something to do, do it. But if he doesn't, don't. In my situation, I had done everything God had ever thought about giving me to do 25 times over. But, most probably, God never gave me much of it to do anyway. I was just doing it because I thought something needed to be done now, and I was going to see that a God done whether God was in it or not.

**LEARN TO WAIT WELL**

Sometimes we don't know how to wait, or we don't wait too well. Paul and Silas knew how to wait well. In Acts 16:22, the Scriptures tell us
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that a crowd attacked them and that the rulers tore off their clothes and commanded that they be beaten with the rods and struck with many blows. Afterward, they were thrown into prison, and the jailer was charged to keep them safely.

So there they were sitting in the prison all beaten up with their clothes torn off from them. Verse 24 tells us that the jailer having received [so strict a] charge, put them into that inner prison [the dungeon] and fasten their feet in the stocks. He was going to make sure they didn't get out.

But then about midnight, God showed up! Wouldn't it have been nice if he'd shown about a round 3:00 in the afternoon? Why does he always wait until midnight - the darkest part of the night when everything is quiet?

Paul and Silas didn't seem to mind because verse 25 says, but about midnight, as Paul and Silas were praying and singing hymns of praise to God.... It sounds to me like they were waiting and saying to themselves, "Well, God, if you want to get us out of here, here we are. if not, I guess will stay, but either way we're going to be happy."

Versus 25 and 26 go on to say:

" ... And the [other] prisoners were listening to them, suddenly there was a great earthquake, so that the very foundations of the prison were shaken..."

You ought to draw a circle around all of the suddenly’s in your Bible because this is a Word from God for you. Every time you find a description in the Bible of people who were waiting on God in the midst of horrible circumstances, suddenly God broke through. Those circumstances can’t stand for one second before the power of God. When God moves, your circumstances don’t have a chance. But when you start messing with your circumstances, you will only increase them and make them worse. So let God deal with them.

We talk so much about believing God, but how many of us, really, really know how to believe God? First of all, the Bible says in Hebrews 4:3 that if you are believing God, you have entered his rest. How many people do you know who have really entered the rest of God? Maybe there will be a handful of people here and there, but there aren't many. Those have really believed do enter the rest of God. When you're in the place of waiting, you aren’t trying to do it. And if
you aren’t trying to do it, you have time to have joy, and you will be able to wait well because you are resting in him.

WAITING ON GOD BRINGS DELIVERANCE

When God shows up not only do you get free but those around you do too. Acts 16:26 says,

"Suddenly there was a great earthquake, so that the very foundations of the prison were shaken, and at once all the doors were opened and everyone's shackles we unfastened."

I like that suddenly and all at once everybody got in on it! Do you understand that? God can flood the room and set everybody free. The doors flew open and everybody's shackles were loosed.

At one of our annual woman's conferences, the Holy Spirit showed up in a uniquely special way and just flooded the room with his Spirit. People all over the room got touched and healed and delivered from something.

Now you don't have to be in some meeting to have the Holy Spirit minister to you. God touches me in powerful ways a whole lot more often in my private time with Him. You can have a good time between you and God any time you want to. You don't have to wait for some preacher to show up or somebody else who is anointed to show up. You just need to start waiting and spending time in the presence of God humbling yourself.

When you humble yourself, you cast all your care on God because he cares for you. (1 Peter 5:6,7). You give the whole situation to him and say, "if you want me to stay this way, here I am. You love me just the way in. If you want to change me, go for it." Paul and Silas humbled themselves before God. They gave the whole mess to him, and he changed their circumstances. He delivered them and everybody else.

When you are really walking by faith there is joy because even though you don't know what God is going to do or when he's going to do it or how he's going to do it, you are decided because you know he is going to do it!
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WAITING BRINGS SALVATION

Maybe there is somebody in your life who isn't born again or it isn't serving God and you need God to suddenly show up in their life. Well, get ready. You are about to be encouraged. The same Paul who was praising and worshiping God in the midnight hour used to be called Saul and went around killing Christians. But God moves suddenly one day. In Acts 22:4-10, Paul describes himself this way:

"I harassed {troubled, molested, and persecuted} this Way [of the Lord] to the deaths, putting in chains and committing to prison both men and women, as the high priest and whole counsel the of elders (Sanhedrin) can testify; for from them indeed I received letters with which I was on my way to the brethren in Damascus in order to take also those believers who were there, and bring them in chains to Jerusalem that they might be punished.

But as I was on my journey and approach Damascus, about noon a great blaze of flight flashed suddenly from Heaven and shone about me. And I fell to the ground and heard a voice saying to me, Saul, Saul, Why do you persecute me?

And I replied, "Who are you, Lord? " and he said to me, "I am Jesus the Nazarene, whom you are persecuting." Now the men who were with me saw the light, but they did not hear the sound of the battered words the voice of the One who was speaking to me [so that they could understand it]. And I asked, "What shall I do, Lord?"

But when God gets right in the middle of someone’s life, they change their tune. Now he is saying, "What shall I do, Lord?"

If there is someone who is unsaved in your life, you need to stop trying to save them. You need to stop playing the Holy Spirit, and you need to stop an aggravating them. All you need to do is say, "God, get em," Then wait on him to move.

One day they will just be going about their old sinful life doing what they normally do - going to the bar, getting drunk, smoking pot, looking for a one night statement- when suddenly, as with Paul, God will move in their life.

Do you know why it has to work this way? Because if it doesn't, God won't get the glory. And one thing that God isn't going to let us take is his glory. Who knows what kinds of miracles we would see in our
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lives if we could ever get our hands off of trying to do things in the flesh ourselves.

We are always trying to mold ourselves, fix ourselves, shape ourselves, change ourselves. Just get your hands off of trying to change ourselves, "God, if you can't do it, it doesn't need to get done. Then you wait. How long would you have to wait? That is the part I can't tell you because that is between you and God.

WAITING TAKES FAITH

Beginning in Mark 5:25 is a story of the woman with the issue blood. She didn't have this flow of blood for ten minutes. No, she had been sick with this flow of blood for twelve years. Can you imagine? For 12 long years, this woman had been putting up with this mess.

The Scripture puts it this way in verse 26;

"And who had endured much suffering under the hands of many Physicians and had spent all that she had, and was no better but instead grew worse. "

It goes on to say she had heard the reports concerning Jesus, and had, behind him in the throng and touched his garment. This woman had not lost hope, and she had not given up faith. If she would have been over in some depressed, hopeless, despondent state, she would have never gone out and pressed through that crowd to touch Jesus. She had lived with the issue of blood twelve years, but she was not without hope. One of the biggest problems people face is that they become hopeless.

Verses 28 - 30 says:

" for she kept saying, if I can only touch his garments, I shall be restored to health. An immediately her flow of blood was dried up at the source, and suddenly she felt in her body that she was healed of her distressing ailment.”

“And Jesus, recognizing in himself that the power proceeding from him had gone forth, turned around immediately in the crowd and said, who touched my clothes? "

When you get into the place of patiently waiting and God, your faith will touch the robe, and it will draw power to you like you've never
seen before. When power comes, suddenly the circumstances are going to have to bow knee. The woman with the issue blood knew this. That is why Jesus told her, her faith in him, not her circumstances, had made her whole.

We worship our circumstances far too much. We pay far too much attention to our circumstances and give too little attention to the Name of Jesus. Every knee has to bow to that name. Every human knee, every demonic knee, every knee in Heaven, on the earth and under the earth has to bow to the name of Jesus.

REAL FAITH WILL KEEP YOU GOING

You say, "when?" We already read in Acts 1 that “when” isn't our business. Of course, when suddenly those things we've been waiting for manifest, it is wonderful and glorious. But even when you enter that place of waiting patiently, there's a sweet peace and a joy that comes from already enjoying spiritually what you know is eventually going to come in the natural.

I remember the day I was baptized and the Holy Spirit. I'll never forget it. I guess most people who have been filled with the Holy Spirit never forget the day God touch them. At that time, my life was one big, longstanding mess even though I was a Christian and loved God. I went to Church all the time and did everything I knew to do and was getting none the better.

I was like the lady with the issue of blood, but in my case it wasn't an issue of blood. It was a bloody mess of a different kind. I was a mess. My life was a mess, and I couldn't seem to change. I didn't have any power - I didn't have any power to be a witness. I was about doing door to door witnessing at the time, but I didn't have any power to be a witness. I knew all about the doing part, I but I didn't know about the being part.

I was on my way to work one morning when I said to God, "I just give up. I can't go on like this anymore. You have to do something!" I didn't even know what I wanted him to do because I thought I had already done it all. I didn't know God could do something that I couldn't do. I really got discouraged. I had done everything I knew to do, but it still wasn't working.
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Why does God let us get to that point? Because he wants us to run out of ourselves so that we know we can’t do it. But in order to see our situation change, you have to make the transition from "I cant" to "God can".

You may have tried everything and decided that nothing was going to work, then grown depressed and the despondent in process. You may have developed a bad attitude along the way and began to crab and complain and make everyone, including yourself, miserable because you have done everything you could think of to do, and still it didn't look to you as though God was working.

Then you begin to murmur at God saying, "I've done this, and I've done that. Now where are you?" You started sounding as though you deserve some big reward for all you put yourself through. But the reality is that he never asked you to do all that you did a first place. They were all your ideas.

Sure he gave it Abraham a promise. He said, " I will come around at the right season, your wife will conceive and you will have a child " [authors paraphrase]. And Abraham believed God, but when God wasn't working on his timetable, it didn't take him and his wife to long to come up with a way to make sure this would come to pass. As a matter of fact, it only took them one chapter.

God made the promise to them in Genesis 15, and in Genesis 16, they were already impatient and upset. Sarah said, "I know what we will do." One of those little creative light bulbs went off in her head, and it wasn't long after that Ishmael was born. But Ishmael wasn't the one God promised.

My situation wasn't much different. There I was driving around in my car telling God I couldn’t go on like this anymore and that he needed to do something. It was then that God spoke to me in a loud, audible voice. There's no reason for me to tell you what he said because it only made sense to me, but I knew it was God, and I knew what he meant.

When he finished, I entered into a peace. I didn't have it any idea what he was going to do, but at that point, I didn't care. I wasn't trying to figure it out, and it didn't make any difference to me if he did it today, tomorrow, next week or next year because I already had it in me.
The Bible says that faith, real faith, is the thing that keeps you going until the manifestation comes. When you have it inside of you, it is just like being pregnant. You don't wait until you have a baby to believe that you are going to have a baby. You don't wait until the day of the birth to get excited about the baby. You are excited from the minute the doctor says, "You are going to have a baby."

You are running around telling everybody, "I'm going to have a baby. I'm going to have a baby. I'm going to have a baby. " How do you know you're going to have a baby? You don't look pregnant to other people. Well, you just are. Then you go about making plans in making a provision. You are happy and excited. Then, at the right time, you have the baby.

In my case, however, I didn't know what God was going to do, but I knew that I knew he was going to do something. I wouldn't have cared right than if it had take 10 years. I got my hair done that night after work and was driving down the highway on my way home. When I got to the exit ramp, I turned off the highway and was driving up the ramp when I said, "God, I don't care what you do or when you do it but I know you're going to move and do something."

At the end of the ramp as I was waiting to turn onto another road, the power of the Holy Spirit hit me suddenly, and I was baptized in the Holy Spirit. And since that day, I have never been the same. God move suddenly in my life, but it was only after I had waited.

**LET GOD MOVE IN YOUR LIFE!**

You may need to apply what you have read here to your situation. If you do, God will touch you. But you must let him. Wait patiently and expectantly, and at the right time God will move in your life - "suddenly!"